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First of all we are creating a schedule we are going to publish, and we will cover this. Normally, people should be focusing on the 72 names Ritual, and the Communications, until we go and we follow our new Schedule.

Notice how all of this is just DAYS after the Jewish Yom Kippur, and around 10 days from the Eid Hadda of the Muslims. All these aim to raise negative energy of death, misery and destruction on the planet. ((Abrahamic Religions)) of course. Apparently it seems their alien friends didn't get their fair share of suffering this year and they are pissed off now and want the Jewtrix to attack the subjects.

The jews are actively doing magick to confuse, attack and make people destroy one another in massive wars and needless hostility of all kinds.

Isaiah 19:2
“So I will incite Egyptians against Egyptians; And they will each fight against his brother and each against his neighbor, City against city and kingdom against kingdom.”

The Jews in their attempt to siphon more fear energy from the enslaved Gentiles, and create a climate of misery, worry and terror, they are constantly creating new "reasons" as to why a WW3 should happen, or even a Jew-Clear, sorry meant Nuclear "Apocalypse". War is the most favorable of all jewish businesses. Civil wars, state wars, continent wars, social wars, you name it.

Of course, everything is blamed on someone else, except of the alien element in itself. What does the jewish "god" have to say in his own alien book about Gentiles and inciting war against us all, from within our midst?

This is of course with the Bible Manual of the Aliens that states that one should always terrorize people with war indefinitely. War suspends freedoms, destroys life, and halts human development. It’s the favorite of the jews, who are in the position they are today by being court-jews, causing large scale European wars,
using Whites as slaves, enslaving others, and taking over countries, states and religions from within. They are those who created WW1 and WW2 alike.

**What do jewish, international clique politicians lose in all these wars? Nothing. What do the ordinary Gentiles and people who try to become better lose these wars? Everything.**

One week earlier this month, they threatened a Mediterranean war between Turkey and Greece/Cyprus. The operation on the systematic wiping out the Middle East while using the people there as a time bomb against Whites is also ongoing. So the world powers of the planet cannot really handle a bunch of "rebels" who don't even know how to use a computer. By a magickal wand, they are supplied of the latest equipment, SUVs and anything else they need. Also, the tilt is no more against Pissrael, but the "West" where Whites live. How, oy vey, do they manage? Oh yes must be because Israel made them to begin with. And Israel funded them and taught them. As another excuse to wipe out all people in the ME.

War is exactly what humanity doesn’t need right now, or in anyway. NO HUMAN NEEDS WAR RIGHT NOW. Only the falling JEWISH PARASITE and JEW WORLD ORDER needs a WAR. This is to HIDE themselves, direct attention elsewhere, and of course cause the necessary ritualistic BLOODBATH so they can get their "Torah" running again.

Humanity does NOT need war. But we have a parasite that lives amongst us. That even after owning the USA (and picking Jew Puppet Candidates), plunging Europe into extinction, destroying the Middle East, and controlling Russia by Jewcy Putin, they want MORE. In fact, they will not rest unless humanity's blood is going down the drain. The jews are running out of weaponry. Holohoax won’t work. Israel is pushed to the brink where it had to get 38 billions of financial aid from American workers and people to support itself. People worldwide are raising in extreme rates that hate them and want them out.

The Jews do own the planet, but they KNOW that their grip is going off by mass rejection from the masses who are waking up gradually and some, fast. This is why the "Trump" situation, irrespectively of Trump being a sold out Shabbos 110% to the Jews, and (((Rodham))) Clinton, these have boomerang effects in that the masses are waking up and rapidly.

Christianity is going down, people are rising up, and at the same time, the conditions of the jewish work put a lot of people in the brink of collapse and of course, revolt. So the jews want to distract people and raise fear energy in order
to generate more from their missing and collapsing "Torah" program. "Run To Church Goyim!! Jewclear War Incoming!!!", the list goes.

So in the general "Spirit" of desolation, fear, submission, and powerlessness the jews and their overlords demand for humanity, we have rumor of war after rumor of war.

What do we see from the Bible, which is a book of JEWISH WITCHCRAFT?

Notice the numbers in the jewish bible: "24/7", all day, all the time. War rumors have been a favorite of the jews who pretend to be against one another. When REAL enemies emerge at the scene, the diametrically "DIFFERENT" Roosevelts, Churchills and Stalins, all the Jews, get together to destroy real enemies. Despite of the visible differences since all of them are jews.

Matthew 24:6-7
You will hear of wars and rumors of wars, but see to it that you are not alarmed. These things must happen, but the end is still to come. Nation will rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom. There will be famines and earthquakes in various places.

What is the favorite method of Jewish Control? Fear mongering. The jews cannot really kill the Gentiles now because they need them as slaves. The aliens of course gave them this "Nuclear" thing, but there are things way worse that our side does possess. Remember, the fates of humanity are not only "human" fates as all of us here know. There are larger forces at work.

The "Fear" and "Expectation" that comes from fear is then used in the mass mind of humanity, to cause all of these problems and manifest them physically. The jews pretend it's an "act of God" and that it "just happens" of course. And reap the benefits. Parasitism on a whole new level.

Irrespectively of that, we will do everything in our power to foil and prevent this. We act in accordance to the good, against this disgusting evil of these vile creatures.
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